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the film received very positive reviews, and has a rating of 100% on rotten tomatoes. and no wonder, because this is a very good movie. for those who haven't seen it yet, you should go see the lion king. it's a must-see movie. this is a story about a young lion cub named simba who is raised by his uncle, scar. one day, mufasa has to go on a trip and leaves his son simba to run the kingdom, but scar thinks that simba is not ready to rule. so, he goes to mufasa and promises him that he will be king, and one
day will usurp mufasa's place. scar takes over the kingdom and appoints the hyenas as rulers. when mufasa returns, scar pretends to be mufasa. the lion king is filled with characters that, while not typically disneyesque (yet with names that are), have become ubiquitous, even a little annoying. the hyenas, for instance. the hyenas have no place in the natural world, yet they go on and on. they are not just talking. they are making a great deal of noise. they are dirty tricks artists, snacking on simba's friends,

and then they are there to weigh in on simba's decision to fight mufasa. the hyenas are such a nuisance that they have to be sent away, once simba knows what the fuss is about. it is apparent that the lion king is a story of redemption. it's about second chances, about the forgiveness of one's past and learning from the mistakes. if the creators were to make a sequel, i think it would be great to explore the ramifications of the characters' actions. the lion king is a film that anyone who enjoys the great
animated features of the past can appreciate. it is animated at a very high level. the characters are beautifully drawn, and some of the songs are wonderful. the story is compelling and the animation is exceptional. this is a film that will stand the test of time.
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in a very unexpected turn of events, simba's quest to reclaim the throne proves to be worth the trouble. the king of the jungle is reunited with his father and learns that his uncle had tricked him into believing his father had been killed. simba learns the importance of friendship and the
values of honesty and trust, which will help him be the rightful king. having run into a problem in the jungle, simba is forced to ask his pal and sidekick pumbaa for help. as they travel the jungle, simba learns of the importance of companionship and friendship, and the value of being
true to yourself. pumbaa's call for help is a pivotal moment in simba's personal growth. he learns that he shouldn't always take things at face value, and that's the moment he realizes the importance of his friends. as the story unfolds, simba finds that while bravery and strength are

admirable traits, they can be used for great evil. whether he's fighting an enemy or trying to prove to himself that he can be true to himself, simba must learn that the correct way to be a king of the jungle is to put others before yourself. sensing the danger, simba and pumbaa race to
the nursery of the cute warthog simba's mom, nala, and beautiful lioness sarabi. when simba and pumbaa reach the nursery, timon and the hyenas start a plan to steal the babies from the nest so they can carry the cubs off into the forest. when scar sees what the hyenas have done, he

releases the hyenas, who massacre the animals left in the nursery, including simba's mom and the lioness sarabi. the movie's storyline is fairly simple: the young lion cub, simba, has to grow up, and his uncle scar ( jeremy irons ), the evil and ruthless tyrant who killed his father, is his
biggest obstacle to becoming the rightful king of the pride lands. scar's daughter, the lovely nala ( donna murphy ), is head over heels for simba, a fact that doesn't sit well with her father. each of the three parts of this story -- simba's journey to grow up, and the crises faced by scar

and nala -- are handled skillfully. the story moves in a basic narrative flow. but there's an intriguing subplot as well, which takes place in the african forest around the lion king's african setting, as the hyenas (the rocky, lawless desert of this story) move in and try to get hold of simba's
father's bones. 5ec8ef588b
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